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Extended Family

Family and Friends Finds a Brand New Sound
By Bobby Moore music@flagpole.com

To

go from the folk-pop outfit heard on its amorously-titled debut EPs—2014’s Love You
Mean It and 2015’s XOXO—to the hard-to-define creative
force behind recent album Felix Culpa, Athens-born band
Family and Friends had to embrace change and shed a sonic
approach that had already netted it critical acclaim.
For guitarist and singer Mike MacDonald, it was the
latest life and creative change made possible by the Atlanta
native’s 2008 decision to attend the University of Georgia.
A saxophonist and pianist in high school, MacDonald
became a self-taught guitarist and singer-songwriter in his
late teens. His folk songwriting method from back then
helped define those early Family and Friends EPs.
Even with a little musical know-how, he didn’t have
the drive to start a band before gaining some DIY guts by
discovering the Athens band Reptar and befriending its
members. Roadkill Ghost Choir and Futurebirds have since
provided further inspiration. “Just to see people our own
age doing it and making it happen was incredibly inspiring
for us,” MacDonald says.
After college, MacDonald took the leap himself, forming
Family and Friends—a journey he continues with bandmates Alejandro Rios (percussion), Ryan Houchens (percussion), JP McKenzie (guitar), Tuna Fortuna (bass) and Casey
Harper (vocals).
“When we first started, it was kind of in that folk-pop
revival context,” he says. “We knew we wanted two drummers. I’d write songs on the acoustic guitar, and we’d flesh
it out from there. We stay away from that sound these days,
and take into account everyone’s personal tastes and different influences. We’re trying to shed a little bit of that folk
element.”
MacDonald’s willingness to share more of the songwriting load allows for an eclectic album, with Felix Culpa’s
songs ranging from the folk-friendly “Winding Roads” to
the unpredictable “PRSM.” Both songs have a full, theatrical feel that seems to be the band’s new calling card. Such
experimentation was a bold choice, considering the seemingly guaranteed hype that would have greeted a full-length
album based around the band’s prior, more accessible
sound.
Despite generally writing Americana music when he
breaks out his acoustic guitar, MacDonald’s preferred mode
of songwriting knows no genre boundaries, and has been
further realized since allowing others in the band to have
more of a creative voice.
“It was tough at first, because it was a new writing
process to navigate,” MacDonald says. “I can personally

be somewhat stubborn in those situations, but I think we
came up with things we wouldn’t have otherwise. We’re not
necessarily a band that wants to stay in the same place. We
want to try new things, and this writing process at least
proves we can do those things.”
The band’s early approach allowed its members to grow
musically through more orthodox means while dreaming
up a hazy new vision. “It provided a context for us to evolve
around, to an extent, where we knew how we did write
songs, what we could change and what might work better,”
MacDonald says.
Coming of age in Athens encouraged the band to pursue a raucous live show that feeds off the energy of college-town audiences. “I don’t ever want to be a band that
sounds exactly like they do on the album live,” MacDonald
says. “I want to bring something extra to the show that you
wouldn’t get otherwise.”
Indeed, Family and Friends’ story is a wholly Athenian
one. To take nothing away from MacDonald and his bandmates’ talents and drive, a similar chain of events could
unfold in just a few years for a different wide-eyed UGA
freshman with the courage to jump head-first into the local
music scene. As MacDonald’s story illustrates, it just takes
a willing spirit, a serving of talent and maybe a dash of
self-training to fit in around these parts.
The hardest part is overcoming the intimidating feel that
can come with being new to town and craving friendship
with undeniably cool, creative types. If that’s your situation, MacDonald has some advice.
“Early college is kind of a scary time to do things on
your own, but just put yourself out there and go to shows,”
MacDonald says. “You don’t have to go with friends. If you
can get friends together, all the better. You’ll see so many
amazing shows you wouldn’t see otherwise and meet people who share the same values as you.”
With a little boldness, forming a band doesn’t have to be
a pipe dream. If that willingness to abandon your comfort
zone remains after a creative project takes shape, consider
further following MacDonald’s lead and embracing change
through collaboration. You might just end up with an
album as vibrant and challenging as Felix Culpa. f

WHO: Family and Friends,
Brook and the Bluff, Casey Harper
WHERE: Georgia Theatre
WHEN: Friday, Aug. 24, 8 p.m.
HOW MUCH: $15 (adv.), $20 (door)

Family and Friends’ Favorite Athens Albums
Roadkill Ghost Choir: False Youth Etcetera

The Roadkill boys have been some of our best
buds on the scene ever since we lived across from
them up on Oconee Street years ago. It’s one thing
to enjoy your friends’ music; it’s entirely another to
look up to it and be constantly inspired. This one for
me is the absolute pinnacle achievement and what
every album ultimately desires to be: timeless. [Mike
MacDonald]

Neighbor Lady: Maybe Later

There are certain moments in listening that
remind you why you fell in love with music to begin
with. The first time I heard Emily Braden’s vocals
had that effect on me. After frequenting their live
shows at every opportunity, it’s been a dream come
true to finally have this album released and on
repeat in the rotation. [MM]

Tin Cup Prophette: Liar and the Thief

I was gifted the record from my sister when it
came out, and had it in my car stereo for years. Such
a sonically diverse and deeply moving album to be
shockingly produced by a duo. [Tuna Fortuna]

Manray: Tournament

Sometimes I listen to this album and just find
myself somewhere else 33 minutes later holding the
head of an elk. Is there a petition out there to make
them play again? [TF]

Cinemechanica: The Martial Arts

My first introduction to math rock. This album
delivered me from the rest of my teenage angst and
helped me develop a more mature, early 20s angst
as well. [Ryan Houchens]

Maserati: Inventions for the New Season

Beautiful soundscapes of psychedelic post-rock.
Having witnessed the former drummer Jerry Fuchs
play with the group before his passing solidified my
dreams of becoming a drummer. [RH]

Reptar: Body Faucet

This album came out the night before one of my
final projects was due. I stayed up and listened to it
on repeat through the night. Haven’t gotten tired or
stopped listening to it since. [Alejandro Rios]
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